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Let us say, as it has been said
too well and too often before, that
many "educated" persons of our time
actually master nothing more than the
subtle art of discretion. One learns
to shut up. True enough, we learn to
speak when spoken to, or to "lay it
on the line", and with this in mind
there's an awful lot of talking going
on,but nothing's being said. We simply
can't afford to say anything,really,
there just isn't time "to get involved','
much less an apparently adequate reason
or even mildly satisfactory remuner
ation. This last is the worst part:
the vacuous irony of wondering
whether or not there is really any
point in making even a token gesture
to preserve our integrity. Or is
integrity merely another popular myth
which our galloping sophistication will
destroy along with virginity? What
difference will it make if we come
to understand, or try to express our
"real" problem? So what? Who cares?
Why bother?
Rather than wrestle with the ad
mission that the trouble is not with
us but with each of us, we become
possessed by an image rather than
obsessed with an ideal. Our questions
remain hesitant, with the rough edges
rounded off; finally expressed in a
shortage of ping-pong balls, never
settling in one spot quite long enough
for us to consider them. We don't
question, we don't answer, we simply
"adjust". We fall back on the sort
of infantile snobbery that allows
us to go on paying for broken pool
cues while refusing to admit that
there is a reason for them. They are
merely an indication of a deeper, more
pervasive, unconcern that unashamedly
asks our affluence to cure the symptoms
of a germ that continues to fester.
It is somewhere within this
process that our integrity is lost.
It becomes obvious that to look good
may not necessarily be to feel good,so
our sham integrity is actually arro
gance going by a pretty name.
[continued p.2,col.1 ]

As the world turned last week,
many big things happened while many
little people slept.Just for the
record:
MOSCOW - head rolls
PEKING - big blow
LONDON - change of pace
CORPUS CHRISTI - not quite Dallas
VATICAN - Mother gets with it
SIOUX CITY - an egg for Barry
QUEBEC - Queen catches cold...shoulder
NEW YORK - damn Yankees
WORCESTER - are you kidding??

YOU

So who'll stop the world if
want to get off!
-Editors
POETS ARISE !

An invitation is extended to all
college students to submit manuscripts
for consideration for the annual an
thology of college poetry.
The recognition afforded by pub
lication will reflect definite credit
on your college, as well as afford
satisfaction to the students who may
see their work in print, and compare
such work with that of others of their
own attainments.
The student's name, home address
and college must be typed or printed
on each entry submitted. Inasmuch as
space is limited, more favorable con
sideration is given to shorter poems.
The closing date for submission of
manuscripts is November 5. Send to:
National Poetry Press, 3210 Selby
Avenue
Los Angeles 34, California.
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RELIGION ON A TIGHTROPE
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The resolution3then,lies in the
individual. Integrity only becomes
that farsighted individual who is
willing to sacrifice a measure of
freedom and autonomy to the group.
What most fail to see, however, is
that this sacrifice pays dividends;
for it is only in the measure that
the individual contributes to the
group that the group is then empowered
to return any significant benefits to
the individual. The group is our group,
the college is our college. All of us
can benefit only in so far as each
of us contributes.
Who will be the first? Will the
"leaders" run the show? (How much can
you expect of them) If they put up
all the initiative, won't they also rake
off all the reward? We realize,don't
we, that their leadership could become
tyrannical only from our indifference,
not from their power.

Sounding Board
Dear Editor:
It came as quite a shock to me to
find a publication of student opinion
here on our hallowed grounds,having
been under the seemingly erroneous
impression that no student opinion
existed here. With the publication of
"The Provocateur" it seems that some
where on this campus there exists a
modicum of opinion, that hidden away in
some dingy room is a student who has
initiative enough to say what he thinks.
Though it may seem rather pre
sumptuous on my part to be so critical,
being only a freshman, I have been here
long enough to become aware of a
general apathy and non-interest among
the student body. It seems the only
things that generate any sort of en
thusiasm are sex and cars.
Perhaps to the more sophisticated
among us, the idea of even an elemen
tary interest in school activities is
naive and "uncool". However, even to
these hardy men of the world, I think
that a casual concern for the events
at your college would not be asking
too much. Besides that, it would give
you something new to talk about at
the cafeteria. And, who knows, but you
too might become so interested that you
could voice your new found opinions in
this publication.
- John Little

'68

* * *
We don't find reason for something
because we want it; we want it
because we have found reason for it.
* * *

It is difficult to determine the
relationship between Catholic edu
cation and loss of faith on the part
of the student. The whole issue
is rather delicate and it is much
easier to concern ourselves with
Catholics on secular campuses.
Problems do exist closer to
home however, and they would become
shockingly evident if we were to
publish a frank report on how the
Assumption man views his religion.
Yet shock for its own sake is worth
nothing. The question would still re
main: What causes the discontent with
the Church and Catholic education,
which so frequently comes up in
the student's conversation.
Since it is the alleged "heart"
of our educational system,theology
would seem to play an important part
in answering that question. If you
took away its unique theological
framework, the Catholic college would
be nothing more than an inferior
imitation of the greater and more
diversified secular universities.
Ironically, however, it is
common knowledge among Catholic stu
dents that theology courses are the
easiest,dullest, and most disconnected
parts of their curricula.
Should it surprise anyone then,
if we find mere skeptics than
emerging laymen on our campuses?
Unfortunately, the absurdity
of the situation is heightened by
the misguided attempt to provide
something called religious atmosphere.
Forced Mass attendance on specified
week-days and compulsory compline
are only open invitations to hypocrisy.
The solution must come through
education rather than force;and theology
must reassert itself as the center
of that education. It has to mean
something to the student besides cre
dits,grades, and graduation require
ments.
We need some fresh approaches,
capable of convincing the student
that theology can play a significant
role in the development of modern
man. The controversial theories of the
eminent Jesuit theologian,Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin,provide an
interesting example. Teilhard believed
that material evolution has given
way to a spiritual evolution,with a
consequent growth of knowledge in all
spheres. By revealing the dynamic
spiritual implications of the atomic
[Continued p.3 col.l]
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[Editorial Cont.]
age, he introduced a fascinating world
of theological relevance.
Unless the priest-educator shares
and explores this world with the lay
man -with the college student -he will
be defeating the whole "aggiornamento"
purpose of Vatican II. Once again,
the Church will fall dangerously be
hind the times.
As it stands now, Catholic higher
education has successfully snatched the
Baltimore Catechism from the hands of
the student and replaced it with nothing
more than a frightening question mark.
The student is left with a choice:
-He can remain a "good" Catholic
and cling to the basic tenets of his
faith. But,since he has been shown no
thing beyond this little sphere of va
lues,can you expect him to move free
ly and eloquently in a changing world
without fearing the loss of his coveted
security?
-Or he can choose to sit back,do
nothing, and sleep through the crisis.
Most of the sleepers,however, never wake
up.
-He might even turn his back on the
entire question and throw himself com
pletely into secular society.There, he
will move with the times,adhering to
its fleeting and shallow values.
-Then,again, he might revolt.
Whichever road he takes, he takes
a chance- a chance which could have
been avoided if his religious in
struction had clearly reaffirmed the
basic Christian values to which he
could adhere and eventually set up as
a central and functional foundation for
his existence and his future.Within
this stable franework, Catholic edu
cation could have related those values
to a modern world by inspiring more
challenging questions,more dialogue
between the Church and the individual,
more thought, and more people to trans
late that thought into action.
It could have, but it did not.
Instead, the Catholic college fills the
world's desperate need for theologically
orientated leaders by graduating a
generally mediocre collection of skeprtics and security-conscious weaklings.
If Catholic education expects
to generate laymen, who are capable
of more than mediocrity, it must be
prepared to give the student some
thing upon which he can quietly rely
and yet dynamically relate to his
moving age.
It is no slight challenge.

S.G.A.

Chris Giovine
Self-Strangulation ?

In the past weeks a number of
organizations such as a Pre-Legal
society,Hockey Club, and Glee Club,
etc., have sought official recogni
tion from the S.G.A. This problem
of recognition and establishment
of new clubs and activities has
proven to be a complicated one. The
delegates soon discovered that part
of the difficulty stems from the
fact that no official proceedure
is set forth in the constitution.
The immediate result of a rather
chaotic meeting was the appointment
by the president of a three man com
mittee to consider constitutional re
visions pertaining to the establish
ment of new campus organizations.
This was a wise move on the part of
the S.G.A. As the school approaches
its envisioned enrollment of 800,
the question of campus activities is
bound to become a more frequent con
cern to the student body.
The situation could be pictured
as under perfect control. We'll get
a new constitutional amendment,all
the new clubs will be satisfied, and
the S.G.A. will return to a state
of normalcy. The amendment is fine;
it's the state of normalcy that I'm
worried about.
The constitution states that the
S.G.A. was organized "to derive
the maximum benefit from our cocurricular activities". The proper
business of S.G.A. is that of govern
ment, that of co-ordination. But
practically nothing of the sort occurs.
S.G.A. approves a budget and allocates
funds to the various clubs and
activities. The clubs go their merry
way and that's the last S.G.A hears
from them 'till the following year.
Some clubs like the IRC and the
Genesians manage to complete very
productive and active schedules with
out any direct co-ordination of
S.G.A. The success of the IRC is
dependent upon the individual in
itiative of a few outstanding students
both in the past and present, and
not upon its sponsoring body. But
the success of many of our other
clubs is doubtful.Most of these
organizations are independant units
floundering in a sea of instability
without any direct guidance or even
a minimum of co-ordination from S.G.A.
There is no unifying basis upon
which these activities can flourish.
While too much order and control is
an abuse, this is a case of not
enough in the right places. There
is an amazing lack of government
[Continued p.A col.l]
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on the part of S.G.A.
Instead of the business of
government and co-ordination,S.G.A.
seems merely involved in petty dis
putes over pool sticks,ironing machines,
change machines,ad nausiam. Someone
must start co-ordinating if the S.G.A.
is to be of any use when the school
reaches its maximum of 800.
According to the constitution the
task of co-ordinating campus activities
is that of the S.G.A. Vice-president.
The more one thinks about it, the more
one realizes that this clause is utter
nonsense. How can one man affectively
co-ordinate all the student activities
on campus? To co-ordinate one must
know that is going on,one must parti
cipate, one must at least in some way be
involved. But how can one person possi
bly be involved in the activities of
the Social Committee, the Year Book,
the Phoenix, the IRC, the Genesians,
the CCD, the Philosophy Club, the PreLegal club, the History club, the Modern
Drama Discussion club,the French Circle,
the St.Luke Society, the Individualist,
the Cultural Committee, the Film Series,
the Hockey club, the Crew club,or lastbut not least- the Provocateur?????
Find me a man who is going to co
ordinate all this ! It simply can not be
done. Under its present set-up, the S.G.A.
is slightly better than useless. One
hesitates to draw conclusions. Is
it possible that its very system of
organization is the cause of the S.G.A.
problems?
Someone on campus must have some
constructive suggestions concerned with
the S.G.A. constitutional set-up.
Since my task in this journal is to
present a constructive dialogue, it is
my hope that the editor will receive more
student contributions concerning the
S.G.A. Problems that exist can be eliminated if we start talking -now!

From the Cultural Committee Chairman
By now we have all come into con
tact with a phrase that must have caused
us some thought at one time or another,
"the whole man". One of the aims of
Assumption College is the development
of this strange creature.Those freshmen
who read Mr. Earls' article in the first
issue of The Provocateur are even aware
of the various aspects of this "whole
man". While you are here, as Mr. Earls
correctly stated, your intellectual,
physical,and spiritual development will
proceed rather smoothly albeit at times
compulsively. The domain of social and
cultural activities is left for your
own discretion. Mr.Bellanca will make

it possible for you to fun and
frolic. My job as chairman of the
Cultural Committee will be to make
life a little easier for those of
you who wish to take advantage of
the cultural activities in and
around this area. There will be no
compulsion. The program is there for
those who are wise enough to take
advantage of it- and the program will
find something suiting his taste. The
cultural committee,then, adds another
dimension to the numerous activities
Assumption provides.
The Committee will obtain
tickets,at a discount, for plays,
musicals,and lectures in the WorcesterBoston area. Transportation will
also be arranged through the Committee.
As a new feature, students who
Bppro^ch the Committee well in ad
vance of a performance which is
not scheduled to be subsidized by
discount tickets, may be able to
obtain discounts and transportation
if there are enough people seriously
interested in attending.
The initial program of the
Committee will be a trip to Eugene
Q"Nei1's.A Touch of the Poet, at the
Charles Playhouse in Boston.
Please,watch for posters giving
the exact date and price of tickets
for future events. Further informa
tion on the scope of this program
is in the process of preparation,
and a calendar of events will be
published by the middle of October.
Brien O'Brien,senior

THE FIFTH-COLUMN

Jim Affonco

Jim Bellanca receives our "Nicegoing-keep-it-up" award for the
great job he did with the "SockHop". Thanks to his outstanding ef
forts.Assumption's first (and we hope
not last) mixer was a smashing suc
cess. With Jim as social chairman,
things will really be buzzing in
the old morgue.
* * *

For anyone who has never seen
a progressive kindergarten in action,
we strongly suggest that he attend
the next meeting of the S.G.A., or
should we say S.C.A.(Student Circus
at Assumption). This twelve-man
team puts on a better show than
Barnura and Bailey could ever have
contrived. The lack of three rings
in no way deters from the mass con
fusion associated with every con
vention of these so-called student
delegates. It would be more than
wise,we think, to invest some
[Continued p.5 col.l]
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[The Fifth-Column Continued]
student funds into a copy of Robert's
Rules of Order, so that this con
glomeration of personnel might be so
arranged that they become 'recog
nizable" as an organization and ac
complish, within a reasonable extent
of time, something of more value than
the number of ping-pong paddles in the
recreation hall.Oh well, sic transit
gloria mundi.

THE PRIZE
The winner of the last issue's
"Nick-Name the Prof." contest was
John E.Molyneaux. His prize was one
forged campus slip for being dis
respectful. That's the way the trap
snaps!
* * *

MAY WE QUOTE THAT ?

* * *

Incidentally, our congratulations
to Jack Nolan for finding the S.G.A.
constitution. Nice going !

* A *

Just to clear the air, we would
like to remind our readers that there
is a big difference between inane
gripes and legitimate criticism.
The Provocateur is not a "gripe
sheet"!
* * *

We respectfully suggest that
the mass of concrete now being prepared
for the construction of the "newer"
dorm be converted into a combination
swimming pool and ice rink,so that
the newly formed Hockey Club might
have a somewhat better place to prac
tice than the basement of the "new"
dorm.

"Assumption is a Catholic
College...The ultimate aim of the
educational program at Assumption
is the formation of Christ in the
minds and hearts of the students...
It analyzes the complete domain of
man under the light of faith, and
seek
to form the true and perfect
Christian... It aims at developing
liberally educated Christian men
and proposes to train articulate
and useful citizens for the American
democratic society of the twentieth
century." -And if you don't like it,
you can get the hell out !!
* * *

